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Introduction. A genetic disease may be identified by a
mutation in the nucleic acid sequence of the associated gene.1

The scintillation proximity assay (SPA) is a sensitive
technique that can be used to detect and quantify DNA-
DNA hybridization2 and, thus, has the potential to detect such
mutations. In a typical SPA, DNA is noncovalently attached
to SPA beads (polymeric micro-spheres that encapsulate
scintillant) and then screened against radiolabelled DNA.3

Successful DNA-DNA hybridization brings the radiolabel
into close proximity of the SPA bead, which elicits a
scintillation signal that is proportional to the strength of the
hybridization interaction.

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is a DNA mimic that can form
a helical duplex structure with complementary single-
stranded DNA (ssDNA) through Watson-Crick base pair-
ing.4 The strength of the interaction between complementary
strands is stronger than in conventional dsDNA.4 In addition,
the N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine backbone of PNA is less
susceptible to degradation by reagents and conditions com-
monly employed in solid-phase synthesis, as compared with
the 2-deoxyribose phosphate backbone of DNA. Therefore,
PNA oligomers may be synthesized readily upon an ap-
propriately chemically functionalized, insoluble support from
the corresponding PNA monomers using conventional solid-
phase synthesis methodologies.5 The insolubility of the
support permits an excess molar amount of reagent(s) to be
employed to drive reaction equilibria toward completion. In
addition, supported PNA may be separated and purified
simultaneously from both byproduct(s) and excess reagent-
(s) by simple filtration and washing procedures. Generally,
the PNA is then cleaved from the support prior to screening
in solution.6 However, an on-support screening strategy is
often more desirable, since it eliminates the requirement for
additional synthesis and cleavage steps. Unfortunately,
conventional SPA beads are incompatible with solid-phase
synthesis because exposure of SPA beads to the majority of
organic solvents dissolves the scintillant encapsulated in the

pores of the SPA beads, which renders the beads useless for
subsequent SPA.

Results and Discussion.Herein is reported for the first
time a novel amphiphilic, chemically functionalized, scin-
tillant-containing support, which was utilized in the efficient
solid-phase synthesis of a number of PNA oligomers. The
supported PNA oligomers were screened in situ against33P-
ssDNA, which detected and quantified the extent of hybrid-
ization with number and position of PNA-DNA base
mismatches with excellent sensitivity and selectivity.

Previously, we have reported the synthesis of a hydroxyl-
functionalized, poly(oxyethylene glycol)-based, scintillant-
containing support.5 A related support of this type was
required for use in the synthesis of a series of solid-phase
PNA oligomers and subsequent in situ hybridization SPA.
The support we had developed previously was deemed
unsuitable for this application, since attachment of the initial
N-protected fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-PNA mono-
mer to a hydroxyl-functionalized support via an ester linkage
is potentially susceptible to cleavage by monoketopiperazine
formation upon removal of the Fmoc protecting group.7 In
addition, the penultimate step of the PNA oligomer library
synthesis involves removal of benzhydryloxycarbonyl (Bhoc)
protecting groups by treatment with trifluoroacetic acid
(TFA), which most likely would cleave the ester linkage and,
consequently, the PNA oligomer from the support. Therefore,
we elected to construct a scintillant-containing, poly(oxy-
ethylene glycol)-based, amine-functionalized (POPAM) sup-
port. The use of this support would result in the initial Fmoc-
PNA monomer’s being attached to the support via an amide
linkage, which is far less susceptible than an ester linkage
to cleavage by the reagents employed in the PNA oligomer
synthesis.

Construction of a POPAM support with a controlled
loading distributed homogeneously through the support
matrix was enabled by synthesis of the intermediate monomer
R-styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)300 phthalimide3. R-Styryl-
poly(oxyethylene glycol)300 1 was treated with a solution of
toluenesulfonyl chloride (TsCl), triethylamine (TEA), and a
catalytic amount of 4-N,N-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP)
in dichloromethane (DCM) to furnish the corresponding
tosylate2 (93%).8 Purification of tosylate2 was achieved
by a facile washing procedure and subsequent employment
of a nucleophilic scavenger resin. Tosylate2 was then
subjected to a two-step Ing-Manske modification of the
Gabriel synthesis.9 Initial reaction with potassium phthal-
imide in wet N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) provided
R-styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)300 phthalimide3 (76%)
(Scheme 1).10

Unfortunately, hydrazinolysis of phthalimide3 to the
corresponding amine also reduced the styrenic double bond,
which was evidenced by the disappearance of the signals
corresponding to the styrenic double bond in the proton
nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of the crude product.
Therefore,R-styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)300 phthalimide
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3 was first polymerized and subsequently hydrazinolyzed to
generate the desired amine functionality.

The monomersR-styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)350 mono-
methyl ether4, R,ω-bis-styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)2000

5, and (4′-vinyl)-4-benzyl-2,5-diphenyloxazole6 (Chart 1)
were synthesized using a methodology that we have reported
previously.8,11 A monomer mixture containing3 (6 mol
percent),4 (86 mol percent),5 (2 mol percent), and6 (6
mol percent) was combined with the free radical initiator
2,2′-azobisisobutyronitrile and subjected to a thermally
initiated, radical, bulk polymerization reaction. This polym-
erization reaction proceeded smoothly to provide phthalim-
ide-functionalized, scintillant-containing, poly(oxyethylene
glycol)-based support7 in the form of a gel, which was
broken into small irregularly shaped particles (∼1 mm in
diameter) using a spatula. The phthalimide groups of support
7 were converted into amine functional groups by treatment
with a solution of hydrazine hydrate in dioxane to provide
POPAM support8 in quantitative yield (Scheme 2). The
efficiency of the reaction was determined by infrared
spectroscopy, which showed the complete disappearance of
the imide CdO signal and the appearance of a strong, new
NH2 stretch.

The compatibility of POPAM support8 with a variety of
solvents was determined by evaluating the percentage volume
increase of8 upon contact with solvent by utilizing a swelling
assay procedure.8,12 The percentage volume increase data
obtained from this swelling assay established that8 swells
significantly with both aqueous solvent (water, 900%) and
organic solvents (DCM, 1150%; tetrahydrofuran (THF),
900%; DMF, 900%; and toluene, 850%).

The accessible amine functionality of POPAM support8
and the efficiency of a subsequent coupling reaction were
determined by utilizing a standard Fmoc coupling/cleavage
assay procedure.13 Accordingly, two Fmoc-glycine residues
were coupled sequentially to the amine functionality of8
using conventional solid-phase chemistry. After each cou-
pling reaction, the Fmoc-release assay was employed to
determine the efficiency of each Fmoc-glycine coupling. The

theoretical amine loading of8, based upon monomer
composition, was calculated to be 0.11 mmol g-1. After
coupling the first Fmoc-glycine residue, the Fmoc-derived
experimental loading of the support was 0.13 mmol g-1

(126%). This value suggests the more favorable polymeri-
zation of monomer3 than one or more of the other monomers
4, 5, and6 used in the construction of POPAM support7.
The efficiency of the second Fmoc-glycine coupling reaction
was observed to be quantitative, which suggests that POPAM
support8 is well-suited for use as a support in solid-phase
PNA oligomer synthesis. This observation correlated with
our previous evaluation of a hydroxyl-functionalized, poly-
(oxyethylene glycol)-based, scintillant-containing support.5

This support, comprising the same polymer matrix as
POPAM 8 and differing only in terms of the linker (OH
instead of NH2), was also rigorously assessed for its utility
in the solid-phase synthesis of a PNA sequence ten residues
long. In each case, an initial modest yielding coupling step
of the first PNA residue, analogous to that observed for
Fmoc-protected amino acids, was followed by successive
coupling steps of Fmoc-PNA monomers, which all proceeded
quantitatively. Since POPAM support8 behaved in the same
way as the hydroxyl-functionalized support in terms of
coupling to Fmoc-protected amino acids, we elected to use
it for the construction of a series of PNA oligomers without
further evaluation.

A series of PNA oligomers were synthesized upon the
amine functionality of POPAM support8 for subsequent in
situ screening against33P-ssDNA-A9 in a hybridization SPA.
Fmoc-PNA monomers (thymine, T; adenine, A) were
coupled sequentially to the amine functionality of POPAM
support8 to generate a small number of supported PNA
oligomers consisting of nine nitrogenous base residues of
various sequence.

Experimentally, samples of POPAM support8 were
weighed accurately into a parallel array of separate reaction
vessels. The activated ester of each Fmoc-PNA monomer
was generated in situ by treatment with a solution of 1H-
benzotriazole-1-yl-oxy-tris-pyrrolidinophosphonium hexaflu-
orophosphate (PyBOP) and diisopropylethylamine in DMF.
The activated ester of each Fmoc-PNA monomer was then
added to the appropriate sample of POPAM support8 and
incubated. Unreacted amine functionality on the resultant
Fmoc-PNA-derived POPAM support was capped by treat-
ment with acetic anhydride. This coupling/capping procedure
was followed by the selective cleavage of the Fmoc group

Scheme 1.Synthesis ofR-Styryl-poly(oxyethylene glycol)300 Phthalimide3a

a (i) TsCl(1.2 equiv), TEA (2.4 equiv), DMAP (0.01 equiv), DCM, 0°C - RT, 16 h, 93%; and (ii) potassium pthalimide (1.5 equiv), DMF/water (7.5:1),
80 °C, 16 h, 76%.

Chart 1. Structures of Monomers4-6

Scheme 2.Synthesis of POPAM Support8a

a (i) H2N-NH2 (H2O)x, dioxane, 50°C, 16 h.
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by treatment with piperidine. The coupling and deprotection
procedure was repeated using the appropriate PNA mono-
mers in succession. Finally, Bhoc protecting groups were
removed by treatment with TFA, followed by cleavage of
the terminal Fmoc groups to reveal the corresponding
POPAM-supported PNA oligomers (T3T3T3, A3T3T3, T3T3A3,
T3A3T3, T4AT4, T4A2T3) (Scheme 3).

The POPAM-supported PNA oligomers were screened
against33P-ssDNA-A9 to determine the dependence of the
number and position of complementary base pairs upon the
strength of hybridization. A blank control was provided by
screening POPAM support8 against 33P-ssDNA-A9 to
identify nonspecific interactions between33P-ssDNA-A9 and
the matrix of POPAM support8. A commercial sample of
ssDNA-A9 was 5′-radiolabelled with33P by treatment with
[γ-33P]-adenosine 5′-triphoshate ([γ-33P]-ATP) and the en-
zyme T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK).14 Duplicate samples
of the POPAM-supported PNA oligomer library and triplicate
samples of POPAM support8 were placed on sintered inserts,
inside micro centrifuge tubes. To each sample was added
an equal aliquot of33P-ssDNA-A9 (2.0 pmol, 79426 cpm/
pmol) in 6× SSPE buffer. After incubation, unbound material
was separated from the support by centrifugation. Succes-
sively more stringent washes (4× SSPE, 2× SSPE, water,
water 25 °C, water 30°C, water 40°C, and 3× 50%
formamide/2× SSPE 40°C) were employed by adding the
wash solution to each sample on the sintered insert,
centrifuging to remove the wash solution and unbound
material, and then monitoring the support samples in a
scintillation counter. The scintillation data obtained for the
series of POPAM-supported PNA oligomers following the
final wash with 50% formamide/2× SSPE at 40°C is
presented in Figure 1.

The scintillation data presented in Figure 1 suggests that
33P-ssDNA-A9 had annealed to the fully complementary
POPAM-supported PNA oligomer T3T3T3 to the greatest
extent. This successful hybridization brought the33P-radio-
label into close proximity of the POPAM support, which
elicited a scintillation signal (8036 cpm). Substitution of a
single thymine codon (T3) with a noncomplementary adenine
codon (A3) resulted in a significant reduction in the scintil-
lation signal being detected. Substitution of the central
thymine codon of POPAM-supported PNA oligomer (T3T3T3)
with an adenine codon (T3A3T3) resulted in the greatest
disruption of hybridization (505 cpm), followed by the 5′
terminus (T3T3A3) (1622 cpm), whereas the codon closest
to the POPAM support (A3T3T3) caused the least disruption
of hybridization (3805 cpm).

Having determined that substitution of the central thymine
codon by an adenine codon caused the greatest disruption
to PNA-DNA hybridization, the effect of substituting one
(T4AT4) and two (T4A2T3) thymine residues with adenine
residues in the central codon was investigated. Substitution
of the central thymine base residue in POPAM-supported
T3T3T3 with adenine (T4AT4) resulted in a significant
reduction in the number of scintillation counts detected (1554
cpm), whereas substitution of a second thymine base residue
with adenine (T4A2T3) caused an additional 40% reduction
in the scintillation signal detected (927 cpm). PNA-DNA
duplexes are known to be more stable than the analogous
DNA-DNA duplexes and are less susceptible to disruption
by polar solvents.15 However, even taking these factors into
account, the fact that we observed PNA-DNA hybridization
of such short sequences after such a number of high
stringency washes is perhaps surprising but is consistent with
our previous findings.5

Conclusions.A novel amphiphilic, amine-functionalized,
scintillant-containing, poly(oxyethylene glycol)-based PO-
PAM support8 was constructed and utilized efficiently in
the solid-phase synthesis of a number of PNA oligomers.
The supported PNA oligomers were screened in situ against
33P-ssDNA-A9, which detected and quantified the hybridiza-
tion dependence with the number and position of PNA-
DNA base mismatches with excellent selectivity. In addition,
the hybridization SPA was sufficiently sensitive to detect a
single base mismatch successfully with a signal-to-noise ratio
of 5:1. In previous work, we have observed signal-to-noise
ratios of >300:1 when comparing a fully complementary
PNA-DNA duplex of 10 residues in length with a totally
noncomplementary PNA-DNA control experiment.5 These
signal-to-noise ratios compare favorably with those reported
by Gaylord et al. in a fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-based study of a 14-base PNA probe sequence
hybridizing to a longer-length ssDNA target which was∼2:1
for fully complementary versus a single base mismatch and
∼30:1 for a fully complementary versus a totally non-
complementary sequence.15a It should be noted that when
Gaylord et al. modified their assay procedure by the addition
of S1 nuclease, significantly better signal-to-noise ratios were
observed. It was reported that in this additional process,

Scheme 3.Synthesis of POPAM-Supported PNA
Oligomersa

a (i) Fmoc-PNA, PyBOP, NEtPri
2, DMF, 3 h; (ii) (CH3CO)2O, DMAP,

pyridine, DMF, 2 h; (iii) 20% piperidine/DMF, 3 min; and (iv) 5%m-cresol/
TFA, 1 h.

Figure 1. Scintillation counts per minute (cpm) detected for the
hybridization assay of33P-ssDNA-A9 against various sequences of
POPAM-supported PNA oligomers. All scintillation data has been
corrected by subtraction of the average number of scintillation
counts (104 cpm) detected for the blank controls and then multiplied
by 2.4 to accommodate the fact that support8 scintillates with an
efficiency of ∼41% compared with a multifluor scintillation
cocktail.5
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PNA-DNA duplexes containing single base mismatches
were digested upon exposure to the nuclease, whereas fully
complementary duplexes were not similarly digested. In
future work, it would be of interest to investigate the effect
of adding S1 nuclease to the hybridization SPA and
establishing if this process, in analogy with the elegant
methodology developed by Gaylord et al., similarly enhances
the signal-to-noise ratio of the SPA procedure.

We believe the SPA approach we describe herein should
complement assay procedures based upon FRET. The SPA
procedure should be more resistant to both chemical and
photoinduced quenching than FRET-based applications.
Moreover, in complex assay media, such as cell lysates, the
signal-to-noise ratio should be higher, since the SPA will
not be affected adversely by natural background fluorescence.
For applications involving solid-supported synthesis in the
presence of the reporter element, the chemical stability of
the 2,5-diphenyloxazole scintillant reporter molecules is
likely to be greater, upon exposure to many commonly
encountered synthetic reagents, than the fluors commonly
employed in fluorescent-based sensors. Accordingly, we
anticipate that POPAM support8 will find generic applica-
tion in the high-throughput synthesis of combinatorial PNA
oligomer libraries and subsequent in situ screening of these
libraries against genetic disease targets of interest using the
associated hybridization SPA.
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